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A morphospace of planktonic marine diatoms, part II:
Sampling standardization and spatial disparity partitioning

Benjamin Kotrc and Andrew H. Knoll
Abstract.—Morphospace occupation through time provides a view of diversification distinct from the more familiar taxonomic tabulations. However, this view is subject to the same geological biases long recognized in studies of taxonomic diversification, where techniques for correcting secular bias in sampling have become standard practice. In this study, we apply sampling standardization techniques to a morphospace investigation to test whether observed stratigraphic trends in morphospace occupation are artifacts of trends in sampling. When sampling bias is corrected by randomized subsampling, all disparity metrics show stationary patterns, or at most directional changes of small magnitude. Metrics describing the average dispersion of taxa in morphospace are less subject to sampling bias than those describing the total extent of morphospace occupied. We also investigate a measure of disparity that is insensitive to sampling intensity, introducing a geographic component of morphological disparity. By analogy to $\alpha$ and $\beta$ components of taxonomic diversity, we suggest the notions of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ disparity, and find that $\alpha$ disparity remains roughly constant through time. Our analysis also allows us to present the first taxonomic diversity curve of diatoms under shareholder quorum subsampling (SQS), showing similar results to previously published subsampling methods: a roughly twofold rise over the Cenozoic, with peak diversity around the Eocene/Oligocene boundary. Tests for methodological bias from choices in ordination method and data culling during morphospace construction indicate that our results are relatively insensitive to both factors: Cenozoic occupation of planktonic diatom morphospace is largely unchanging. We find a similarly stationary pattern when we directly analyze the morphological data, seeing no change in the prevalence of taxa with different sets of morphological characters. More broadly, our results make clear that a complete view of morphological disparity must
consider sampling biases, which can be addressed with well-established, quantitative methods in
morphospaces populated using occurrence-level data.
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Introduction

Studies of the fossil record make valuable contributions to our understanding of evolution, not least through documenting the diversification history of clades. By analyzing the occupation of morphospace through time, we can compare a morphological perspective on diversification (through metrics of disparity) to the more familiar taxonomic view of diversification history (through counts of species richness). Many of the groups in which this comparison has been made show “asymmetric diversification” where peak morphological disparity is reached early and then remains more or less stationary while taxonomic diversification continues (Gould 1989; Foote 1997; Erwin 2007). In marine planktonic diatoms, an ecologically important group of primary producers with siliceous cell walls called frustules, the history of taxonomic diversification has received more attention than morphological diversification. Their taxonomic diversification history has conventionally been read as a sharp Cenozoic rise to current levels of diversity, relatively late in an evolutionary history stretching back to at least the Early Cretaceous Period.

In the companion paper in this issue (Kotrc and Knoll submitted), we addressed the Cenozoic history of diatom morphological disparity through a study of their fossil record. We showed that as tabulated taxonomic richness increased, the range of morphospace occupied increased as well, while the distance between taxa in morphospace remained the same or even declined slightly. We stopped short of making strong biological inferences from these observations, however, because of the possibility that these results are subject to bias, particularly from temporally uneven sampling. Such biases have long been recognized in studies of taxonomic diversification, in which the impact of different methodological choices has been investigated (e.g., different taxon-counting methods, Bambach 1999); techniques that correct for...
secular bias in sampling, like rarefaction, by-list subsampling, or shareholder quorum subsampling have become standard practice (Miller and Foote 1996; Alroy et al. 2001, 2010b). The impact of bias (particularly from sampling), however, is not as often considered in studies of morphospace, even though trends in morphological disparity are commonly compared to taxonomic diversity. This might be explained by the widespread recognition that morphological data represent a different window into evolutionary history than taxonomic data, perhaps distracting from the fact that both are derived from the fossil record, and are thus both subject to the well-known geological biases that have been the subject of research since the origins of the discipline (e.g., Darwin, 1859; Newell 1959; Raup 1972).

Nonetheless, Foote (1992) did recognize the importance of sample size in assessing morphological disparity and applied rarefaction to metrics of morphospace occupation in trilobites, blastoids, and ammonoids. However, Foote’s definition of a “sample”—the unit being rarefied or subsampled to a common threshold—in that study is quite different from the definition in current studies seeking to correct for sampling bias in time series of taxonomic richness. In the morphospace study by Foote (1992), each taxon in a given time bin is considered a sample, while in diversity subsampling studies, each occurrence of a taxon (or assemblage of taxa) is considered a sample. Thus, rarefied time bins in Foote’s morphospaces contain the same number of taxa, while in studies of taxonomic diversity, rarefied time bins contain the same number of occurrences (e.g., Miller and Foote 1996).

In a more recent morphospace study of the Ediacara biota, Shen et al. (2008) approached the problem of sampling bias by calculating a metric of morphospace occupation under rarefaction using the latter definition, treating taxon occurrences as samples. However, these authors report the results of rarefaction for just one of three time bins, and do not attempt to
correct comprehensively for sampling differences. We are not aware of any morphospace study
to date in which sampling differences have been corrected by sampling standardization as has
become common practice for studies of taxonomic diversity.
The need to correct for uneven paleontological sampling in studies of morphological
diversification was recently highlighted in a study of pterosaur disparity (Butler et al. 2012). The
authors demonstrated significant correlations between proxies of geological sampling and
metrics of morphospace occupancy and concluded that disparity metrics based on the range of
occupied morphospace, in particular, are strongly affected by uneven sampling of the fossil
record. Although Butler et al. (2012) did apply rarefaction to standardize disparity metrics, it
was subsampling of the sort performed by Foote (1992), to a standard number of taxa. Although
occurrence-level data are available, due to the nature of the pterosaur fossil record—in which
almost every occurrence is a singleton (i.e., the only occurrence of that taxon)—no meaningful
sampling standardization is possible at the level of occurrences (in the sense of diversity studies
like Alroy et al. 2008).

In the companion paper in this volume (Kotrc and Knoll submitted), we found that
temporally uneven sampling was a possible confounding factor in interpreting the results of our
diatom morphospace study. Because the diatom fossil record can yield many thousands of
individuals in a spoonful of sediment, and since the Neptune database of microfossil occurrences
(Lazarus 1994; Spencer-Cervato 1999) captures much of this information, we can directly
address sampling biases.

Before beginning to address temporally uneven sampling, however, it is worth a brief
aside to consider some of the factors contributing to bias in the diatom fossil record (for a more
thorough treatment, see Lazarus 2011). We have already mentioned, in the companion paper, the
declining abundance of deep-sea sediments with age (due to subduction), as well as the necessity of drilling through younger sediments to access older ones. These factors, which affect all groups of planktonic marine microfossil groups alike, lead to an decrease in sampling with age. Siliceous microfossils additionally undergo a series of diagenetic mineral transitions with rising burial temperature and pressure (DeMaster 2003), beginning with the original amorphous silica and eventually leading to remobilization into chert layers (Moore 2008), with the eventual loss of recognizable morphological features along the way. This process also serves to bias preservation—including morphological diversity—against older diatom records, with very little preservation before the early Paleogene (Fenner 1985). The modern ocean is strongly undersaturated with respect to amorphous silica (Sarmiento and Gruber 2006), leading to rapid dissolution that limits preservation to areas with high rates of silica accumulation (Lazarus 2011). Much less than half of the extant species of marine planktonic diatoms are known from deep-sea sediments (Sournia et al. 1991). This bias may, however, have been less significant in the past, as a number of lines of evidence point toward a decline in the oceanic concentration of dissolved silica over the course of the Cenozoic (Siever 1991, Maldonado et al. 1999, Racki and Cordey 2000, Muttoni and Kent 2007, Lazarus et al. 2009). This decline would suggest a secular trend in the dissolution bias opposite to the others, namely, favoring preservation with increasing age.

In this study, we extend the techniques of sampling standardization developed for studies of taxonomic diversity history by applying them to a morphospace of diatoms in order to test whether the results presented in Kotrc and Knoll (submitted) are artifacts of secular trends in sampling. We use various subsampling methods, including the recently published shareholder quorum (SQS) method; in the process, we also report the first application of SQS to the diatom
record of taxonomic diversification. We further test for sampling bias by examining disparity
metrics that ought to be insensitive to sampling differences. We also test for methodological bias
in constructing the morphospace, from choices in ordination method and the choice of thresholds
for data culling based on missing information. Finally, we look for biological signals in the data
by examining the distribution of sets of characters expected to change under suggested drivers of
macroevolutionary change over the Cenozoic Era.

**Materials and Methods**

**Morphospace Construction and Disparity Metrics**

We constructed an empirical morphospace (McGhee 1999) by coding the states of 123
discrete binary or unordered multistate morphological characters for 152 diatom genera. The
chosen genera represent all valid genera in the *Neptune* database, less those identified as resting
stages. This choice of taxa made it possible to use the *Neptune* database to populate the
morphospace through time and apply sampling-standardization methods at the level of
occurrences. We use principal coordinates analysis (PCO) to transform the data to continuous
form, and binned occurrences into 2-Myr time intervals to calculate four disparity metrics
describing the occupancy of this morphospace: the volume of the convex hull encompassing the
taxa present, the volume of an alpha shape encompassing the taxa present, the alpha shape
volume divided by the number of taxa, and the mean pairwise distance (measured as the number
of character state mismatches divided by the number of possible matches). The first two measure
the total amount of morphospace occupied, while the last two measure how close taxa are to one
another in morphospace.
All analyses were carried out in the statistical programming language R (R Development Core Team 2011); the software written to carry out the analyses and produce the figures shown is provided in the online supplement. A detailed description of the method of morphospace construction, including the choice of morphological characters and the calculation of disparity metrics, is given in the companion paper in this issue (Kotrc and Knoll submitted).

Morphospace Subsampling

We carried out sampling standardization using four different subsampling methods: “classical” rarefaction (CR, Miller and Foote 1996), by-list unweighted (UW, Alroy et al. 2001), by-list weighted by occurrences (OW, Alroy 1996), and shareholder quorum subsampling (Alroy 2010b). These methods are reviewed in detail by Alroy (2010a) and are only briefly outlined here.

In each of these methods, occurrences are drawn from the full dataset until a given quota is reached. Morphospace metrics are calculated on this subsample and the process is repeated many times; the mean and confidence intervals of these iterations are reported. In CR, occurrences are drawn individually until a quota of a number of occurrences is reached. In UW, occurrences are drawn by taxonomic list (a list of taxa reported from one slide at one depth in one borehole) until a quota of a given number of lists is drawn. In OW, occurrences are also drawn by-list, but the quota is a given number of occurrences. These subsampling methods are the same as those carried out by Rabosky and Sorhannus (2009), although we do not apply $O^2W$ subsampling (in which the quota is a sum of squared occurrences) due to the strong biases in that method when beta diversity is non-negligible, as demonstrated by Bush et al. (2004). Also, since we require a list of taxon names present in each subsample—rather than just the number of
taxa—in order to calculate metrics of morphospace occupancy, we do not apply a sampling
probability correction (the “three-timer” correction of Alroy et al. 2008).

These methods of sampling standardization seek to achieve uniform sampling through
time, but Alroy (2010a, 2010b) has argued that uniform sampling is not necessarily fair
sampling. He suggested that fair sampling should sample the same proportion of total diversity in
each interval—meaning that a more diverse interval will require more sampling than a less
diverse interval to accurately recover their relative diversities (if the shape of their rank-ordered
occurrence distributions is the same). He proposed a new sampling standardization method,
shareholder quorum subsampling (SQS), which hinges upon estimating the proportion of total
diversity represented by a sample. This is achieved using Good’s $u$ (Good 1953), a metric from
ecology that uses the prevalence of singletons in a sample as an indication of coverage. Alroy
modified this for use in SQS by substituting taxa occurring in a single publication in place of
singletons. The Neptune database, however, does not include direct information about source
publications, and in any case, the source publications rarely contain singleton occurrences
because of the way micropaleontological data are collected (they report occurrences of a set of
taxa over a stratigraphic range). We thus apply a further modification to this estimate,
substituting for single-publication taxa the number of taxa occurring in only one DSDP/ODP
borehole. We also neither apply the largest collection correction nor do we discard the most
abundant taxon in each sample because we do not consider the related biases to apply to the
Neptune data. Finally, the current version of our software does not implement the “throwback"
refinement of Alroy (2010a, 2010b), meaning that each subsample will have a quorum level
slightly exceeding the target.
Because our morphospace is constructed at the genus level with some taxa excluded (see companion paper), we report both the genus richness recovered by the morphospace subsampling exercises as well as the species richness obtained in separate subsampling of the complete Neptune data.

**Analysis**

Distribution of Occurrences in Morphospace

Visualizations conventionally display the occupation of morphospace in a binary fashion: a point in morphospace is either occupied by a taxon—shown by a point plotted in the chosen ordination at the location representing the taxon’s morphology—or it is not. When an occurrence-level database is used to populate the morphospace, however, an additional dimension of information can be shown by representing the number of occurrences of each taxon by the size of each plotted point.

Plotting Cenozoic diatom morphospace occupation in this way shows that some areas of morphospace are more sparsely occupied than others in terms of fossil occurrences (Fig. 1). In our companion paper, we pointed out the possibility that the Cenozoic rise in the number of Neptune occurrences might bias our metrics of disparity (Kotrc and Knoll, submitted). Figure 1 gives a more nuanced view of the need to consider sampling differences, making it clear that some regions of morphospace are occupied by few occurrences. Had the younger intervals been sampled less, at a level comparable to the Paleocene, those regions might have been seen as unoccupied.

The same observation could have been made by simply comparing rank-ordered abundance distributions for different Neptune time bins. But Figure 1 suggests something further: that these occurrences may not to be randomly distributed in morphospace, at least as...
viewed through the first two PCO axes. In the Paleogene time bins, taxa defining the edges of occupied morphospace appear to have relatively many occurrences. In contrast, in the Neogene (and particularly the Plio-Pleistocene), the edges of morphospace are largely occupied by taxa with few occurrences. This observation calls into question the interpretation of disparity metrics based on the range or volume of morphospace occupied (Figs. 8B and C of the companion paper) and suggests the possibility that, under sampling comparable to older time bins, the younger time bins might not have shown the observed increase in the total extent of occupied morphospace.

We note that it ought to be possible (and may be interesting) to formulate a metric describing the evenness of morphospace occupation, a morphological equivalent of the concept of taxonomic evenness. This could be done, for example, by analogy to the ESS metric (Peters 2004), or by comparison to stochastic simulation of random partitioning of occurrences in morphospace. Foote (1995: p. 283) adapted Shannon’s information or evenness metric to pairwise character-state combinations to describe morphospace; a similar application of this metric might also be made to the occurrence-evenness in morphospace. In the following section, we address the question of whether sampling differences might account for observed changes in metrics of morphological disparity (Fig. 8 of the companion paper) by applying sampling standardization methods to the diatom morphospace.

Subsampling of Morphospace

Taxon Counting.—Before delving into subsampling, it is worth considering how we construct a list of the taxa present in a time bin from raw data of fossil occurrences. Curves of diatom taxonomic diversity have conventionally been compiled using the range-through method of taxon counting (Spencer-Cervato 1999; Rabosky and Sorhannus 2009), in which a taxon is
counted as present in any time bin between its first and last appearance, regardless of whether or not it is actually observed in that time bin. Metrics of morphological disparity and taxonomic diversity for the Cenozoic diatom morphospace under the range-through method are shown in Figure 2.

Range-through (RT) taxon counting is intuitively appealing, because we know taxa must have been extant between their first and last appearances. However, this method has fallen out of favor because it has been shown to suffer from a number of significant biases (such as the Signor-Lipps effect and other edge effects) that distort the form of the resulting diversity curve (reviewed in Alroy 2010a). An alternative method counts only those taxa actually observed in a time bin (sampled in-bin, SIB). Although SIB taxon counting underestimates standing diversity in time bins with poor sampling, its immunity to many of the other biases affecting the RT method has led Alroy (2010a) to champion it as the preferred method of taxon counting; this view is not universally shared, however, and other methods are also favored for their particular strengths. Disparity and diversity metrics for the Cenozoic diatom morphospace using SIB taxon counting are shown in Figure 3.

Comparing the disparity metrics calculated under RT (Fig. 2) and SIB (Fig. 3) illustrates that the method of taxon counting does not affect the first-order patterns observed. In both figures, metrics of the separation between taxa in morphospace (A, D) are approximately stationary through time, while metrics of the total volume of morphospace occupied (B, C) show an increase with time. However, the curves drawn under SIB are noisier, while the RT curves are smoother, reflecting bin-to-bin differences in sampling (with intervals of poor sampling, perhaps due to differences in preservation, masked by the RT method). Besides the obvious sampling gap in the earliest Eocene, for which no diatom data are present in the Neptune database, these “dips”
in the SIB curves (relative to the RT curve) also highlight the potential of sampling bias to influence the disparity metrics. The dips at 47 Ma and 39 Ma in the SIB diversity curve, for example, have corresponding dips in the convex hull and alpha shape volume curves, but these dips are absent in the RT curves. Since we thus know these dips are due to sampling (taxa not counted but known to have existed), this further reinforces the need to correct for sampling before interpreting disparity metrics, particularly those describing the volume of occupied morphospace.

*Uniform Subsampling.* Under CR subsampling (Fig. 4), measures of taxonomic diversity and some measures of morphological disparity show different temporal trajectories from those under SIB (Fig. 3). Rabosky and Sorhannus (2009) described Cenozoic diatom diversity under various methods of subsampling in detail, so we go no further here than to confirm that our results (Fig. 4E) agree: we find a much-attenuated, roughly twofold rise in diversity, compared to the fourfold rise under SIB (Fig. 3E), over the course of the Cenozoic Era. Peak diversity under CR is reached in the early Oligocene Epoch (rather than in the Pleistocene under SIB), with a more pronounced Oligocene diversity crash and a subsequent recovery to early Oligocene-level diversity through the remainder of the Cenozoic Era.

The metrics of morphological disparity describing the distance separating taxa in morphospace show much the same trajectory under CR (Fig. 4A and D) as under SIB (Fig. 3A and D). The per-genus volume of morphospace occupied (Fig. 4D) shows a stationary pattern through time, much as under SIB (Fig. 3D). Similarly, mean pairwise distance (Fig. 4A) shows a broadly stationary pattern, much as under SIB (Fig. 3A), albeit with a less pronounced peak in the mid-Oligocene and a more accentuated Oligocene-Miocene trough.
In contrast, those metrics of disparity describing the total volume of morphospace occupied show results under CR (Fig. 4B and C) that are qualitatively different than under SIB (Fig. 3B and C). Both convex hull volume (Fig. 4B) and alpha shape volume (Fig. 4C) show a broadly stationary trajectory under CR, compared to the twofold increase under SIB. Although there is an increase in occupied volume from the Paleocene to the Eocene in both the CR and SIB results, the subsequent trajectory is flat under CR where there is an increase under SIB. The spikes in occupied volume at the 41, 29, and 12 Ma time bins are attenuated under CR, perhaps because taxa responsible for an expansion of occupied space, located at the extremes of morphospace, are sampled only in some of the subsampling iterations.

The results for UW and OW subsampling are very similar to those for CR (results for these analyses are thus provided in the online supplement).

In summary, all disparity metrics show broadly stationary patterns when based on Neptune occurrence data subsampled to a uniform sampling level. Those disparity metrics describing the separation among taxa in morphospace (mean pairwise distance and mean alpha shape volume occupied per list) do not change substantially compared to the raw (SIB) results, while those metrics describing the volume of morphospace occupied (by convex hull and alpha shape) lose the increasing trend seen under SIB when subsampled.

Subsampling by SQS.—Although SQS is conceptually distinct from the uniform item quota subsampling methods (CR, UW, and OW), the morphospace metrics calculated under our version of SQS (Fig. 5) are similar to those obtained through the other methods. Under SQS, mean pairwise distance (Fig. 5A) shows a generally stationary pattern (again with a very slight net decline representing at most a few percentage points in dissimilarity), much as in the other analyses.
Convex hull volume also shows a generally stationary pattern under SQS (Fig. 5B), albeit with slightly more variability than under CR. Alpha shape volume through time (Fig. 5C) also shows greater amplitude variability under SQS than CR, and although the net increase over the Cenozoic is still far less than under SIB, there is a clearer increase under SQS than under CR. However, this increase may be an artifact of the choice of \( \alpha \) parameter; this was chosen at \( \alpha=0.11 \) to optimally describe the arrangement of taxa in the raw dataset and may not adequately capture morphospace occupancy of smaller subsamples with a different arrangement of taxa. Indeed, volumes calculated with higher values of \( \alpha \) (0.2 and 10, upper grey curves in Fig. 5D) show a more stationary pattern.

Finally, per-genus alpha shape volume (Fig. 5D) shows a stationary pattern over much of the Cenozoic under SQS, similar to the results under CR, though volumes in the Paleocene time bins and one Eocene time bin are lower under SQS than under CR, which suggests a slight increase over time.

The Cenozoic trajectory of taxonomic diversity (Fig. 5E) is greatly flattened, much as in the uniform subsampling method results. However, the Eocene-Oligocene peak in diversity under SQS greatly exceeds the diversity recovered subsequent to the Oligocene. In this regard, the SQS diversity curve resembles the O2W curve presented by Rabosky and Sorhannus (2009).

It should be noted that the diatom diversity curves obtained by subsampling methods have not been universally accepted by micropaleontologists (Lazarus et al. 2012). A criticism of these methods, including SQS, is that they can perform poorly under changes in relative frequency distributions. In essence, if relative frequencies are evenly distributed to begin with and become very uneven through time, subsampling could significantly underestimate diversity in the more uneven intervals. A similar concern has been raised with regard to increases in
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... provinciality through time (changes in β diversity), and an alternative diversity curve more similar to the canonical view (Spencer-Cervato 1999) has been put forth by Lazarus et al. (2012), who added empirical correction factors to subsampled diversity curves to account for changes in evenness and provinciality.

**Summary of Subsampling Results.**—The results of morphospace analyses under different subsampling methods show the following:

1. When sampling bias is corrected by randomized subsampling, all disparity metrics show stationary patterns or, at most, directional changes of small magnitude (a small decrease in mean pairwise distance in all analyses and a small increase in occupied volume under SQS).

2. Morphological diversification in Cenozoic diatoms is described as stationary once sampling differences are taken into account. This is true for both measures of average morphological distances among taxa and the total range of morphologies explored, and is in agreement with the results of the comparison of morphological with molecular and phylogenetic distance in our companion paper.

3. Disparity metrics describing the average dispersion of taxa in morphospace (mean pairwise distance and per-genus alpha shape volume) are less sensitive to sampling bias than metrics describing the total extent of morphospace occupied (convex hull and alpha shape volume).

By using subsampling methods, we seek to discover something about the nature of morphological diversification by correcting for differences in sampling. In the following section, we pursue the same goal using a different approach, by examining aspects of the data that are independent of secular variations in sampling.
Occupied Morphospace Per List

An alternative means to overcome the problem of sampling bias is to look at measures of morphological disparity calculated for individual lists (the sets of taxa reported from a particular depth in a particular borehole). A helpful context for this approach is to consider the notions of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) taxonomic diversity.

We can consider global taxonomic diversity, \( S \), to consist of a local component—described by the average length of a taxonomic list at a particular location, —and a component describing how different any given list is from another. A useful definition relating these components is that of Whittaker (1960), who defined this \( \beta \) component as \( \beta = S / \). Using this definition, we can consider \( \beta \) diversity as the number of potentially unique communities (or the number of nonoverlapping lists of average list length). By rearranging this expression as \( S = \beta \times \), it becomes clear that changes in observed global diversity can be due to either changes in the per-locality diversity or changes in the taxonomic similarity among localities (or some combination of the two). Such changes in the components of global taxonomic richness have been explored, for example, in Paleozoic marine animals (Sepkoski 1988).

By analogy, we can think of geographic structure in morphological disparity, consisting of a component describing the local morphological disparity ("\( \alpha \) disparity") and a component describing how morphologically different communities are from one another ("\( \beta \) disparity"). We calculated the average \( \alpha \) disparity for both mean pairwise distance and occupied convex hull volume as per-list disparity metrics in each time bin (Fig. 6).

Both average per-list convex hull volume (Fig. 6A) and per-list mean pairwise distance (Fig. 6B) show broadly stationary patterns, though the latter shows a slight decline through time.
(as does mean pairwise distance at the global level, Fig. 3A). Although methodological bias
toward constant list length during data collection has been suggested for micropaleontological
data (Lazarus 2011), such a bias would simply imply that these results have been standardized
for secular changes in taxonomic diversity. These results are consistent with the largely
stationary patterns observed at the global scale under subsampling and support an overall picture
of Cenozoic diatom morphological evolution that is unchanging.

The per-list volume results (Fig. 6A) also suggest that the increase in occupied
morphospace volume seen at the global scale in the raw data (Figs. 3B and C) must have a
spatial component: if the increase in occupied morphospace volume is not due to an increase in
the volume occupied by individual lists (and, by extension, by local assemblages), it stands to
reason that the increase reflects the addition of more lists occupying similar-sized but non-
overlapping volumes of morphospace. As explained above, we describe this as a rise in $\beta$
diversity. One might imagine that the increasing latitudinal temperature gradients observed
through the Cenozoic Era (Zachos et al. 2001) might contribute to such an increase.

We note that we have introduced here a multiplicative notion of disparity partitioning by
analogy to Whittaker’s (1960) scheme for taxonomic diversity. We can also conceive of the total
diversity as the sum of local disparities, leading to an additive disparity partitioning concept
analogous to that proposed by Lande (1996) for taxonomic diversity. In this approach, where $\alpha$
and $\beta$ are related by $S = \alpha + \beta$ (Veech et al. 2002), beta diversity represents the portion of total
diversity absent from an average assemblage. By extension, beta disparity represents the portion
of total disparity absent from an average assemblage—for example, the difference between total
occupied morphospace volume and that occupied by one list. This approach might impart several
desirable properties on $\alpha$ and $\beta$ championed for the additive scheme in the context of taxonomic
diversity, such as sharing the same units, allowing sampling at different hierarchical levels, and
enabling the computation in percentages of a taxon’s contribution to each component (Holland
2010).

Though we can confidently infer this rise in $\beta$ disparity in our data, we cannot determine
whether it represents a true geographic differentiation in diatom disparity or whether this is an
artifact of the secular increase in the number of lists sampled. Nonetheless, we can rule out
Cenozoic morphological diversification at the local scale, finding instead a stationary pattern in $\alpha$
disparity consistent with that in our other results.

Sensitivity of Results to Methodological Choices

Constructing a morphospace and using it to measure secular changes in disparity involves
numerous methodological choices. We have already investigated the effect of one of these
choices, the taxon counting method. In the following, we test the sensitivity of our disparity
metrics to further important methodological choices that are commonly unexamined: how to find
a low-dimensional representation of the morphospace (the choice of ordination method) and how
much incomplete data to reject before constructing the morphospace (the choice of data culling
threshold).

**Ordination Method.**—In order to investigate the sensitivity of our results to the choice of
ordination method, we repeated the calculation of convex hull volumes and alpha shape volumes
through time using another ordination method commonly used in morphospace studies (e.g., by
Huntley et al. 2006; Shen et al. 2008): non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS). Unlike
PCO, NMDS is not an eigenvector method; rather, a fixed number of dimensions is chosen a
priori and the best representation of the data in those dimensions is found numerically. The
method proceeds through successive iterations until an acceptable (but not necessarily unique or
optimal) solution is found. We carried out this analysis using the *isoMDS()* function from the
MASS package (Venables and Ripley 2002). An analysis using the *metaMDS()* function from the
vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013), which uses a variety of different starting configurations for
the NMDS algorithm, gave very similar results.

Figures 7A and C show the resulting comparison of morphospace volume metrics
calculated using NMDS with three dimensions specified (red points) and the first three PCO axes
(blue points). The results are very similar, and when the timeseries resulting from one ordination
procedure is plotted against those resulting from the other (Figs. 7B and D), the closeness of this
correlation can be summarized with an $R^2$ value (0.90 and 0.93 for convex hull and alpha shape
volumes, respectively).

These results suggest that metrics of occupied morphospace volume are not sensitive to
the choice of ordination method.

*Data Culling.*—Virtually all paleontological datasets contain missing data, and this is
particularly true of those used to construct morphspaces. The possible causes of missing entries
in the morphospace matrix used here are discussed in more detail in the companion paper in this
issue, but a crucial question at the outset of a morphospace study is: how much valid data should
a genus or character have to be included in the analysis? The edge cases are trivial to decide: a
genus with no valid character states or a character with no valid entries for any genus adds no
information and obviously ought to be excluded. Likewise, genera and characters with entirely
valid entries ought to be included. Where the line is drawn in between these extremes is to some
extent an arbitrary decision; in this study, we chose a threshold of 80% completeness.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of our results to different choices of data quality threshold, we repeated our analysis under the entire range of completenesses represented in our data, ranging from including all the data collected at one extreme (a threshold of 57% or more of observed states) to including only complete genera and characters at the other (a threshold of 100% observed states). The data culling algorithm was applied in the same manner as in the companion paper, removing first characters and then genera until both reached the desired threshold of data quality. As before, we only considered unobserved entries in calculating completeness, since we consider the other types of missing data (the cases where states are either inapplicable to a taxon or where multiple states apply) to constitute important information.

We compared the convex hull volume and mean pairwise distance results obtained under each data quality threshold with the “reference results” under the 80% threshold presented in the companion paper. Rather than plotting the timeseries for each of these comparisons (like in Figs. 7A and C), we summarized each comparison using the $R^2$ correlation coefficient (like in Figs. 7B and D).

The $R^2$ values summarizing the comparison of analyses under each data quality threshold with the reference results are shown in Figure 8. These results show that neither convex hull volume (Fig. 8A) nor mean pairwise distance (Fig. 8B) are sensitive to the addition of more data of lower quality. Even setting the most permissive threshold (including all the data collected) yields time series that are highly correlated ($R^2 > 0.9$) with the reference results. The results also remain correlated above $~0.9$ as data are removed until the data quality threshold exceeds about 90% completeness, beyond which correlations decline. Results under the most stringent data quality threshold (100% complete characters and genera only) show relatively weak correlations.
of only 0.5–0.6. Mean pairwise distance appears to be more sensitive than convex hull volume to changes in data quality threshold. In order to clarify whether the results with $R^2$ values suggesting weak correlations with the reference results are in fact qualitatively different, we plotted a comparison between the results using the most stringent data quality threshold (100% completeness, with only 32 characters retained) and the reference results (80% completeness), shown in Figure 9. Despite the low $R^2$ values, the results are qualitatively similar. Convex hull volume increases in both cases (Fig. 9A) while mean pairwise distance remains roughly constant in both cases (Fig. 9C), although the absolute values of distance are lower under the more stringent threshold.

Testing Character Sets for Specific Evolutionary Hypotheses

We have thus far approached our goal, to make biological inferences about the morphological evolution of the diatom frustule, by summarizing morphological data and abstracting it through metrics of disparity and correcting those measures for sampling differences. These results all seem to point towards a stationary Cenozoic pattern. The morphological data set underlying the morphospace analysis also permits an analysis of morphological evolution from a fundamentally different approach, if we momentarily set aside concerns about sampling. Rather than examining the data abstractly and in aggregate, we can analyze the morphological data directly to examine how the prevalence of taxa with different sets of morphological characters has changed through time. A similar approach has previously been used to categorize Phanerozoic animals by anatomical and ecological traits to document major shifts in the proportions of, for example, physiologically unbuffered to physiologically buffered taxa, or predator to non-predator taxa (Bambach et al. 2002). These categories were
associated with evolutionary hypotheses about mass-extinction kill mechanisms (Knoll et al. 1996) and ecological escalation (Vermeij 1987), respectively.

By analogy, we can parse our morphological data a priori by criteria related to hypothesized drivers of diatom evolution. For example, predation has been suggested to play an important role in diatom evolution (Smetacek 2001; Hamm and Smetacek 2007) and we can identify characters that might relate to defense against predation, like spines and projections or ribs and costae buttressing and strengthening the valve. Then, we can investigate whether the prevalence of these characters changed through time, as would be expected under the hypothesized selective pressure. If we were able to detect systematic changes in the proportion of character states expected under a given scenario, we might question the stationary pattern suggested by the subsampling exercises and the alpha disparity results above.

We assembled four lists of characters expected to change under changes in four factors that have been identified as central to Cenozoic evolution in diatoms: predation, sinking (Raven and Waite 2004), viral attack (Smetacek 1999), and silica availability (Finkel and Kotrc 2010).

For each chosen character, we sorted character states into one of two categories: either favorable or unfavorable, with respect to the particular hypothesis (e.g., for predation, character states indicating possession of spines were assigned to the favorable category, those states indicating absence of spines to the unfavorable category). The complete listing of characters and assigned states are tabulated in the online supplement.

The results (Fig. 10) show a remarkable absence of trends through time. The proportion of morphological character states thought to be associated with specific hypothesized drivers of evolution in diatoms are essentially constant through Cenozoic time. These results portray untrended morphological evolution that is consistent with the other lines of evidence presented.
here. However, we note that the absence of trends in these characters do not necessarily imply a lack of response to these selective pressures, since some responses may simply not be visible in our data. For example, our morphospace does not capture changes in cell size, although this may be an important factor in mechanical strength and thus predation resistance (Hamm et al. 2003), and (Finkel et al. 2005) documented a Cenozoic decrease in the size of diatom frustules that may point to just such a response.

Conclusions

The substantial Cenozoic rise in sampling through time calls into question the marine planktonic diatom disparity results presented in our companion paper, which show a rise in occupied morphospace volume, in contrast to the stationary pattern seen in all other metrics. Two further analyses presented here highlight the need to take sampling differences into account before interpreting disparity metrics. First, the differences between volume-based disparity metrics calculated under different methods of taxon sampling (SIB and RT) suggest that these metrics are affected by sampling. Second, illustrating the number of occurrences represented by each taxon in a morphospace plot shows that morphospace is occupied unevenly and raises the possibility that less-intensive sampling of more recent time bins may have led to lower reported volumes of morphospace occupation.

The plotting of morphospace occupation “density” permitted by the use of an occurrence-based database leads us to formulate a notion of “morphological evenness.” Analogous to taxonomic evenness, which describes the distribution of individuals (or, in paleontological studies, occurrences) among taxa, morphological evenness would describe the distribution of individuals (or occurrences) in morphospace. Any given abundance distribution could be, at one
extreme, randomly distributed throughout morphospace; at the other extreme, occurrences could be preferentially concentrated in one area. We suggest that quantifying this notion would be an interesting target for future work.

In order to address the potential sampling bias identified in these ways, we recalculate the disparity metrics presented in the companion paper in this issue under various methods of subsampling. We find that, under subsampling, the increases in occupied morphospace volume seen in the unsubsampled results largely disappear, and all disparity metrics show essentially stationary results, (consistent with the known susceptibility of these metrics to sampling bias). These results suggest a morphologically untrended Cenozoic when sampling differences are corrected in this fashion.

Comparing the disparity metrics calculated under subsampling to those calculated from the data directly suggests that the metrics describing the volume of occupied morphospace are more sensitive to sampling differences than those describing the distances among taxa (or, put another way, their dispersion in morphospace). These results agree with the findings of Butler et al. (2012) and Ciampaglio et al. (2001), albeit using different metrics.

In seeking a direct measure of disparity insensitive to sampling intensity, we introduce the concept of a geographic component to morphological disparity. By analogy to Whitaker’s (1960) $\alpha$ and $\beta$ components of taxonomic diversity, we suggest the notions of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ disparity. We find that mean $\alpha$ disparity (as quantified by the mean of either convex hull volumes or the mean pairwise distances across lists) remains roughly constant through time. These results support untrended diatom morphological evolution through the Cenozoic Era.

Constant mean $\alpha$ disparity through time is compatible with the observations of roughly constant total disparity under subsampling. If the subsampling results were to be rejected in favor
of the results in the companion paper, however (see caveats below), constant mean $\alpha$ disparity would imply that the rise in total disparity resulted from an increase in $\beta$ disparity.

As a by-product of applying subsampling methods to diatom morphospace, we present a taxonomic diversity curve of diatoms under SQS based on the Neptune database. We find results similar to other subsampling methods, with a flattened diversity curve showing peak diversity near the Eocene/Oligocene boundary and a pronounced Oligocene decline in diversity. In the SQS diversity curve, this Eocene/Oligocene peak far exceeds the species richness recovered subsequently, and is thus most similar to the $O^2W$ results reported by Rabosky and Sorhannus (2009).

The diatom diversity curves obtained by subsampling methods, however, have not been universally accepted by micropaleontologists (Lazarus et al. 2012), because they can perform poorly under changes in relative frequency distributions. As we have presented a more detailed discussion of this issue elsewhere (Kotrc and Knoll in review), it is sufficient here to point out that the stationary results of the volume-based disparity metrics and the sampling-corrected diversity curves are dependent on whether subsampling methods are believed to provide a more accurate view than the raw data, or whether they simply trade on bias for another. The other untrended results, however—the distance-based disparity metrics, the disparity metrics per-list, and the comparison of morphospace to molecular phylogeny—do not depend on subsampling.

In a sensitivity test comparing our morphospace volume results using PCO to those using NMDS, a substantively different, non-eigenvector ordination method, we find similar results in both and conclude that our results are not sensitive to ordination method. In a similar sensitivity test repeating our analyses after culling more or less of the data by completeness, we find that our results are also robust to choices in data quality threshold.
In summary, when sampling biases are taken into account using subsampling methods as well as sampling-independent metrics of disparity, our results point toward unchanging Cenozoic occupation of planktonic diatom morphospace. This suggests diatoms had reached peak disparity by the early Cenozoic Era, while taxonomic diversity continued to rise, albeit more gradually than the canonical diversity curve would suggest. Though we have not analyzed diversity and disparity from the origin of the clade, our results point to a decoupling of taxonomic and morphological diversification akin to the "asymmetric diversification" reported for many other groups.

More broadly, these results make clear that a complete view encompassing all aspects of morphological disparity must consider sampling biases. The use of occurrence-based databases to populate morphospaces allows these biases to be addressed using well-established, quantitative methods.
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Figures

Figure 1: [one- or two-column, print color] Morphospace plot of the first two PCO axes through time, with the size of each plot point representing the number of occurrences of that taxon in the *Neptune* database. Plot points are sized relative to the mean number of occurrences in each time bin, shown (rounded to the nearest whole number) in the legend to the right of each time slice. The colored polygons at the bottom of the plot are convex hulls enclosing the taxa present at each time bin, labeled in the corresponding colors.

Figure 2: [full-page, print B&W, color online] Metrics of morphological disparity (A-D) and taxonomic diversity (E) for the Cenozoic morphospace of marine planktonic diatoms, populated using range-through (RT) taxon counting of *Neptune* database occurrences. A, Mean pairwise distance between genera, (character state mismatches over possible matches). B, Convex hull volume containing genera, normalized to largest value; black line is volume calculated over the first three PCO axes, grey lines are volume over the first four, five, etc. up to ten PCO axes. C, Alpha shape volume containing genera; black line is volume for \( \alpha \)-value chosen by inspection to best capture occupied volume across time bins, grey lines are other \( \alpha \)-values. \( \alpha=10 \) recovers the convex hull solution. D, Alpha shape volume (as in C) divided by number of genera. E, Species-level diversity from the *Neptune* database (includes taxa omitted from morphospace analysis) in black; genus-level diversity in morphospace analysis in grey.
Figure 3: Metrics of morphological disparity (A-D) and taxonomic diversity (E) for the Cenozoic morphospace of marine planktonic diatoms, populated using sampled-in bin (SIB) taxon counting of Neptune database occurrences. Metrics as explained in Fig. 2.

Figure 4: Metrics of morphological disparity (A-D) and taxonomic diversity (E) for the Cenozoic morphospace of marine planktonic diatoms, populated using Neptune database occurrences subsampled to a quota of 100 occurrences by classical rarefaction with 10,000 iterations. Metrics as explained in Fig. 2; error bars show 95% confidence intervals of subsampling. Error bars omitted from genus diversity curve for clarity.

Figure 5: Metrics of morphological disparity (A-D) and taxonomic diversity (E) for the Cenozoic morphospace of marine planktonic diatoms, populated using Neptune database occurrences subsampled by to a uniform coverage of 0.5 by shareholder quorum subsampling with 1,000 iterations. Metrics as explained in Fig. 2; error bars show 95% confidence intervals of subsampling.

Figure 6: Metrics of “α disparity”, the average morphological disparity represented by a taxonomic list, measured in (A) convex hull volume (in three dimensions) and (B) mean pairwise distance. Error bars show the middle 50% of values,
i.e., the 25th and 75th percentiles. Note that α disparity is unrelated to the concept of alpha shapes used to quantify occupied morphospace volume.

Figure 7: [two-column, print B&W, color online] Plots illustrating the (in-)sensitivity of the volume-based disparity metrics to the choice of ordination method. A, normalized convex hull volume through time, calculated for three dimensions only, using PCO ordination (blue plot points) and NMDS (red plot points). B, crossplot of the PCO and NMDS results in (A), with linear model and squared correlation shown. C, alpha shape volume through time for both ordination methods. D, crossplot and squared correlation of results in (C).

Figure 8: [one-column, print B&W] Plots showing the sensitivity of disparity metrics to the quality threshold required for data included in the analysis. In both plots, each plot point represents a comparison between the results reported in the companion paper (the “reference results”) and the results of an analysis with data satisfying a certain level of completeness, expressed as a correlation coefficient (R²) between the two sets of results. The plot above shows results for a metric of the total extent of occupied morphospace (convex hull volume), the plot below shows results for the dispersion metric (mean pairwise distance). Because the reference analysis used an 80% completeness threshold, the correlation is perfect at that threshold (the method of taxon counting in all cases was SIB).
Figure 9: Comparison of results under two different thresholds of data quality, 80% (as used in the results above and in the companion paper, shown in blue) and 100% observed character states (no “?” entries in the morphospace matrix, shown in red). A, normalized convex hull volume through time, calculated for three dimensions only, using PCO ordination. B, crossplot of the results in (A), with linear model and squared correlation shown. C, alpha shape volume through time under both data quality thresholds. D, crossplot and squared correlation of results in (C). MPWD stands for mean pairwise distance.

Figure 10: Prevalence through time of sets of characters expected to change under different hypothetical Cenozoic drivers of diatom evolution. A, characters related to predation resistance; B, characters indicating cell-cell linkage, thought to impact sinking rates; C, characters thought to confer resistance against viral attack; D, characters impacting silica use.
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